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Direct experimental investigations of acoustic modes guided
by a solid–solid interface using optical interferometry

Ch. Matteı̈,a) X. Jia, and G. Quentin
Groupe de Physique des Solides, Universite´ Paris 7, Unitéassocie´e au CNRS No. 17, tour 23,
2 place Jussieu, 75251 Paris Cedex 05, France

~Received 16 July 1996; revised 10 February 1997; accepted 11 February 1997!

This paper presents direct field measurements of acoustic modes guided by the interface between
two transparent solids. The measurement technique is based on the acousto-optical interaction inside
the solid between the acoustic field and the probe laser beam of an interferometer. The main
advantage of the method is its ability to measure acoustic strain fields in areas of difficult access
with the classic detection methods. Moreover, it gives complete information about the dilatation
strain field inside the solid, e.g., amplitude and phase. The propagation of a real velocity mode
~Stoneley wave! is first illustrated. Then the situation of complex velocity modes is investigated for
a Plexiglas–fused quartz slip interface. This material combination supports two possible interface
modes theoretically. These modes are simultaneously observed and the differences between their
behavior are measured. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~97!02006-7#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Sx, 43.35.Yb@HEB#
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INTRODUCTION

Characterization of elastic properties of interfaces
tween solid media is a subject of fundamental interest
such fields as nondestructive testing1 or geophysics.2 Acous-
tic bulk waves, e.g., longitudinal or transverse waves,
sensitive to discontinuities that are characteristic of bo
failures. Several methods3,4 have been developed in order
obtain information on interface qualities from transmissi
or reflection measurements of these acoustic bulk waves
these methods are hardly sensitive to fine details of inter
properties. On the other hand, acoustic guided modes
confined in the interface region5,6 and their propagation prop
erties are much more influenced by interface characterist7

Even so, only limited results of direct measurements of th
guided waves have been obtained because of the difficu
associated to the interface access. As a matter of fact, m
of these experimental works are phase velocity meas
ments using classic piezoelectric transducers. Lee
Corbly8 presented measurements of Stoneley waves and
tenuated interface waves velocities in the aim of interfa
inspection.

An alternative to the classic piezoelectric transdu
methods is the detection of interface waves by optical me
Claus and Palmer9 showed that optical detection metho
could give more information than classical measureme
they detected the normal displacement of the interface
measured the Stoneley wavelength at a nickel–Pyrex in
face.

Recent developments in optical interferometers de
cated to ultrasonic measurements made possible new t
of measurements. Recently, Jiaet al.11 described a method
based on the acousto-optic interaction which permits a lo

a!Present address: Welding Engineering Institute, Ohio State University,
W. 19th Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210.
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measurement of the dilatation induced by a guided acou
wave propagating inside a transparent solid. The main
vantage of the method is its ability to measure acoustic st
fields in areas uneasy to probe with the classic detec
methods. Moreover, it gives complete information on t
dilatation strain field inside the solid, e.g., amplitude a
phase.

In the context of interface waves studies, direct measu
ment of the acoustic field close to the interface is of prima
interest. Measuring directly the inhomogeneity of the dila
tion strain field gives a straightforward determination of t
interface wave nature and it is the aim of this paper
present direct measurements of different kinds of interf
waves using the interferometric detection method. Spec
cally, the simultaneous propagation of two leaky interfa
waves is presented. To our knowledge, this situation, wh
was predicted by Pilant12 in a study of the complex roots o
the solid–solid interface characteristic equation, has ne
been experimentally observed.

In the first part of the paper, principles of the interfer
metric detection method are presented and the experime
setup is shown. In the second part the classical character
equation roots problem for an interface between two solid
briefly presented and the nature of different interface mo
is illustrated. The third part contains experimental results
tained with the interferometric detection method. First, dir
measurements of the ‘‘Stoneley’’ wave~i.e., an interface
wave propagating without loss along the interface! are
shown for two different boundary conditions and two com
binations of materials. Then the case of the simultane
propagation of two leaky interface waves is presented.
locities, attenuation, and field inhomogeneity are measu
for both of them. The characteristics of these two interfa
modes are compared with the theoretical predictions and
physical difference between these two modes is discuss
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I. OPTICAL DETECTION TECHNIQUE AND
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The optical detection technique used to investigate in
face waves is based on an interferometric measuremen
the dilatation induced by an acoustic guided wave propa
ing inside transparent materials. Like most of the acous
optical detection techniques, this measurement is limited
two-dimensional~2-D! acoustic field probing. This techniqu
has been applied first to Rayleigh wave detection13 and to
Lamb wave-field measurements inside transparent plat11

This section presents the principles of the detection meth
A more complete analysis of the acousto-optic interact
involved in this technique has been presented in a prev
paper.11

When an acoustic wave propagates inside an isotro
transparent solid of optical indexn5e2, the solid becomes
optically birefringent and a light beam crossing the acou
wave orthogonally undergoes a phase shift. Let us consid
guided acoustic wave with its displacement components
the sagittal plan (O,x1 ,x2), defined by its strain tensorSkl

as shown in Fig. 1. As a result of the acoustic pertubati
the solid medium becomes optically anisotropic. The cor
sponding changes for the dielectric tensor are14,15

De i j 5D~n2! i j 52e2pi jkl Skl , ~1!

wheren is the optical index of the medium andpi jkl are the
photoelastic constants of the material. The effect of the
tical index variations on a beam crossing the solid medi
are twofold: the transmitted light exhibits polarization a
phase changes.15 For a laser beam much narrower than t
acoustic wavelength, crossing an acoustic beam orthogon
propagating in thex3 direction, the variation of the optica
index induces a phase shiftdw:11

dw52n3
v l

2c
~p111p22!~S11S2!, ~2!

wherev is the optical frequency,c the velocity of the light in
the material, andl the lateral dimension~measured alongx3!
of the acoustic beam and where the photoelastic const
and strains are written using the usual reduced matrix n
tion.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the acousto-optical interaction used for the interf
metric detection method.
1533 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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This optical phase shift can be measured using a Ma
Zender interferometer.16 The light coming from a He–Ne
laser is divided into two beams~Fig. 2!. The reference beam
goes directly to a photodiode, whereas the probe be
shifted in frequency by a Bragg cell (f b570 MHz), crosses
the acoustic beam back and forth and interferes with
reference beam on a photodiode. The phase shiftdw is de-
modulated from the photocurrent by a broadband electro
processing used in acoustic displacement measuremen16

Finally, the signal at the output of the interferometer is
time signal, proportional to the acoustic dilatation stra
containing both amplitude and phase information. A sen
tivity of 1 mV for a 10-7 strain is obtained inside fuse
quartz.11

The quantity measured (S11S2) is analog to the relative
dilatationDV/V inside the solid and will be noted underb
DI . It can be expressed for harmonic acoustic waves as

DI 5~S11S2!5div u5k2f, ~3!

whereu is the particle displacement vector,k the wave num-
ber, andf the longitudinal potential.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The samp
are placed between the interferometer and a steady mi
The laser beam orthogonally crosses back and forth
transparent materials to the acoustic beam and the op
phase shift induced by the optical index variations is detec
by the interferometer. The corresponding electrical signa

-

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the dilatation strain measurement wit
Mach–Zender interferometer.

FIG. 3. Experimental setup used to generate and detect interface waves
interface wave is generated by the conversion of a Rayleigh wave. The
beam coming from the interferometer is crossing perpendicularly the tr
parent material.
1533Matteı̈ et al.: Experimental investigations of acoustic modes
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collected at the output of the interferometer and sampled
a digital oscilloscope. Signal processing and representatio
done on the sampled signal. By moving the sample in fr
of the interferometer, scans in thex1 or x2 direction can be
done allowing velocity and attenuation measurements in
propagation direction as well as amplitude measuremen
the direction normal to the interface.

II. INTERFACE WAVE PROPAGATION

In this section, we present briefly the solid–solid inte
face problem. The Cartesian system used in this descrip
is shown in Fig. 4. The subscript 1 is dedicated to the up
medium and subscript 2 to the lower medium. The mater
are defined by their Lame´ constants and densities,l1 , m1 ,
r1 and l2 , m2 , r2 , respectively. In this system, the solu
tions of the equation of linear elasticity in each material c
be written in terms of the longitudinalF and shearC poten-
tials in each medium,

F15A1 exp~ ikz
l 1z!exp„i ~kxx2vt !…,

C15B1 exp~ ikz
t1z!exp„i ~kxx2vt !…,

~4!

F25A2 exp~2 ikz
l 2z!exp„i ~kxx2vt !…,

C25B2 exp~2 ikz
t2z!exp„i ~kxx2vt !…,

where kz
l i5Akl i

22kx
2 and kz

ti5Akti
22kx

2 with i 51,2, and

wherekx is the wave vector of the guided wave along t
interface, andkl i

, kti
are the longitudinal and shear wav

number in the medium~i !.
Two different sets of boundary conditions correspond

to experimental situations are chosen. The first ones are
slip boundary conditions, i.e., continuity of normal displac
ment, continuity of normal strain, and cancellation of tran
verse stress:

u2~x2501!5u2~x2502!,

T22~x2501!5T22~x2502!, ~5!

T12~x2501!50, T12~x2502!50.

The second set describes the classic ‘‘bonded’’ conditio
i.e., continuity of both displacements and stresses:

FIG. 4. Coordinate system for interface waves propagation.
1534 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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u1~x2501!5u1~x2502!,

u2~x2501!5u2~x2502!,
~6!

T22~x2501!5T22~x2502!,

T12~x2501!5T12~x2502!.

In each case, writing the four boundary conditions as a fu
tion of the potentials leads to a system of four linear eq
tions with nontrivial solutions when its determinant is equ
to zero.

The existence domain of a lossless interface mode~i.e.,
a real root,kx , of the characteristic equations correspondi
to the so-called Stoneley wave! has been studied by sever
authors. Scholte6 first showed that only a narrow range o
material combinations support such interface waves in
case of bonded boundary conditions. Murty7 showed that this
range was larger in the case of slip boundary conditions

When the characteristic equation admits only comp
values ofkx as solutions, Pilant12 showed that, depending o
the materials combination, two roots corresponding to lea
interface waves, i.e., roots with small imaginary parts, ex
He showed numerically that when the shear modulus of
of the material tends to zero~fluid–solid interface!, one of
these solutions approaches asymptotically the general
Rayleigh wave. Under the same conditions, the other s
tion approaches the Scholte–Stoneley wave. By extens
he called the first mode the Rayleigh wave, and the sec
the Interface wave. Moreover, Pilant studied the existe
domain for these two interface waves in function of the m
terials elastic constant in the case of bonded boundary c
ditions and found a range of material where both the Int
face and Rayleigh waves can propagate. To our knowled
the simultaneous propagation of these two modes has n
been experimentally confirmed.

These three interface waves, Stoneley wave, Rayle
wave, and Interface wave, have different field inhomoge
ities which can be determined from the calculation of t
potentials or the displacement fields in each material. T
description of these interface modes in terms of a comb
tion of inhomogeneous waves is also another way to de
mine these mode’s inhomogeneities.17 However, these two
methods show the physical differences between these in
face modes. As an example, the variation of the potential
the direction perpendicular to the interface in each materia
illustrated in Fig. 5 for the three interface waves. For t
Stoneley wave, maximum amplitude for each potential is
cated near the interface. The two other modes are differen
nature because at least one potential increases with inc
ing distance to the interface, i.e., part of the energy reradi
in one medium. Moreover, the radiation mechanism is
the same for these two modes. In the case of the Rayle
wave, both longitudinal and shear potential amplitudes
crease with the distance to the interface in one mediu
whereas for the Interface mode the longitudinal potentia
confined at the interface.

In practice, one of the difficulties when dealing wit
interface wave measurements is to clearly identify the m
sured interface modes among the 16 roots of the chara
istic equation. Comparison between the measured and ca
1534Matteı̈ et al.: Experimental investigations of acoustic modes
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lated velocities is the only way to achieve this identificatio
with the classic piezoelectric detection techniques. The m
feature of the interferometric detection method is its abili
to measure the dilatation strain field, related to the longit
dinal potential, in the materials as long as they are transp
ent. It gives the opportunity to measure in a simple way t
field inhomogeneities of these interface modes. This info
mation can be helpful in order to identify and characteriz
each mode as illustrated in the following section.

III. DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF INTERFACE WAVES

This section presents the experimental results obtain
with the interferometric detection method. Three differe
combinations of materials are selected. In order to detect
Stoneley wave, the tungsten–fused quartz~bonded and slip
boundary conditions! and the fused quartz–fused quartz~slip
boundary conditions! combinations were selected. The cas
of leaky interface waves is investigated for the fused quart
Plexiglas slip interface. The acoustical parameters of t
three materials involved in these combinations are given
Table I.

The slip contact was achieved by setting a thin layer
water in between the optically polished materials. The thic
ness of the layer, estimated to 1–2mm for water is far

FIG. 5. Variation of the longitudinal~F! and shear~C! potentials with the
distance to the interface for the three interface waves involved: The Stone
wave, the Interface wave, and the pseudo-Rayleigh wave~after Pilant!.

TABLE I. Elastic characteristics of the different materials used in the e
periments.

Longitudinal
velocity
~m/s!

Transverse
velocity
~m/s!

Density
kg/m3

Fused quartz 5960 3760 2200
Tungsten 5220 2890 19 300
Plexiglas 2680 1100 1800
1535 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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smaller than all the acoustic wavelengths. In the case
bonded contact, a film of glue~with a thickness estimated t
10 mm! is set in between the materials. The interface wa
were generated using the conversion of a surface wave~Ray-
leigh wave! at the solid–solid interface. The Rayleigh wav
is generated using the classic wedge technique, as show
Fig. 2. Broadband pulses with a 1 MHz central frequency ar
used to generate the surface wave.

A. Direct Stoneley wave measurement

The characteristics of the detection technique are fi
illustrated in the case of a tungsten–fused quartz interf
which supports a Stoneley wave for both bonded and
boundary conditions. Because tungsten is a nontranspa
material, the strain field measurements are only possible
one side of the interface, i.e., inside fused quartz. Figur
shows two records of the Stoneley wave taken at two diff
ent depths from the interface in the case of a bonded an
slip interface. The dilatation strain field confinement insi
fused quartz is clearly seen in both cases.

By scanning the field in the direction parallel to the i
terface, velocity and attenuation measurements can
achieved. The measured velocities are 2.733103 ~630! m/s
for the slip interface and 2.863103 ~630! m/s in the case of
the bonded interface, in good agreement with the theoret
ones, respectively, 2.783103 m/s and 2.893103 m/s. In or-
der to make sure that no attenuation occurs during the pro
gation, the spectra of two pulses are displayed on the s
graph ~Fig. 7!. No evidence of attenuation is seen in bo
cases.

In order to scan the dilatation strain field on each side
the interface, a Stoneley wave is generated along a fu
quartz–fused quartz slip interface. Figure 8 shows four ti
signals corresponding to a scan in the direction perpendic
to the interface. Only one mode is observed and this mod
clearly confined at the interface. The dilatation field prese
a p phase shift on each side of the interface due to the fl
ural characteristics of the boundary motion. A scan in
direction parallel to the interface shows that the pulse pro
gates without measurable attenuation along a distance o
cm. By measuring the time of flight, a velocity of 3.3
3103 ~630! m s21 is observed, close to the theoretical v
locity of the Stoneley wave (3.363103 m/s!.

To measure quantitatively the decays in thex2 direction
of this mode, a method based on the Fourier spectral ana
of two records corresponding to two different depths is p
formed. In the case of a inhomogeneous plane wave,
Fourier transform of a dilatation strain pulse can be writt
without loss of generality

D~x1 ,x2 ,k!5A~k! f ~x1!exp~2bkx2!. ~7!

The termA(k) is characteristic to the generation of th
pulse andf (x1) to the propagation. Figure 9~a! shows two
spectra of time signals corresponding to two measurem
of the same pulse measured at constantx1 but for two dif-
ferentx2 in the medium 1. The ratio of these two spectra

exp„2bk~x282x2!…, ~8!

ey

-
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FIG. 6. Time signals corresponding to a scan in thez direction inside fused quartz for the tungtsen–fused quartz for the bonded interface and the slip inte
cases.
e
th

n
fre

en
tio
tio
where x28 and x2 are the two absolute positions of th
records. The same procedure can be applied in the o
medium.

Figure 9~b! shows a plot of the measured decay on o
side of the interface represented as a function of the

FIG. 7. Spectra of two time signals of a Stoneley wave at the tungst
fused quartz interface recorded at the same depth and for two posi
along thex1 axes separated by 5 mm. No attenuation during the propaga
is seen.
1536 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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nFIG. 8. Time signals corresponding to a scan inx2 direction for the fused
quartz–fused quartz slip interface.
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quency. The measurements are in good agreement with
predicted inhomogeneity of the Stoneley wave for this ma
rial combination.

B. Direct measurement of leaky interface wave

The case of a Plexiglas–fused quartz slip interface
been investigated. This combination of material supports
not support a Stoneley wave. If a interface wave propaga
it should be either an interface wave or a Rayleigh wave
described previously. As a matter of fact, a numerical inv
tigation of the characteristic equation shows the existenc
two complex roots corresponding to interface waves wh
can be excited:

kx5~1.0791 i0.086!kt fused quartz
,

~9!
kx5~1.3501 i0.003!kt fused quartz

,

where kt fused quartz
is the shear wave number inside fus

quartz. This material combination supports the simultane
propagation of a Rayleigh wave@first root in ~9!# and an
interface wave and the aim of this part is to illustrate t
special situation and to characterize the physical differe

FIG. 9. Spectra of the time signals recorded for two different depths~a! and
their ratio ~b! showing the Stoneley wave decay in thex2 direction as a
function of frequency. The dashed line in~b! shows the calculated dilata
tional strain for the corresponding experimental conditions.
1537 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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between these two modes using the interferometric detec
method.

Figure 10 shows three time signals corresponding t
scan in the direction of propagation taken in the lower m
dium, i.e., fused quartz. The first signal is taken just after
conversion of the initial Rayleigh wave. Then during th
propagation, two modes propagating with different velocit
are clearly seen. In addition, these two modes propagate
different losses.

In order to characterize these two modes, the comp
son between their velocities, attenuations, and field confi
ment at the interface is achieved. The measured velocities
3.503103 m/s for the faster mode and 2.703103 m/s for the
slower mode. The first mode propagates with a veloc
closed to the Rayleigh velocity in fused quartz (3.
3103 m/s!, the second propagates with a velocity close
the longitudinal velocity in Plexiglas (2.683103 m/s!. These
velocities are close to the ones deduced from the real pa
the two solutions~9! which are 3.483103 m/s and 2.71
3103 m/s.

In order to measure attenuation along the direction
propagation, the principle of the procedure previously d
scribed for the inhomogeneity in the direction normal to t
interface is applied, but the spectrum analysis is achieved
each pulse measured at constantx2 and two differentx1 .

The corresponding losses for each modes are plotted
function of the adimensional quantityDx/l t2

, wherel t2
is

the shear wavelength in fused quartz~Fig. 11!. They are also
compared to the losses deduced from the imaginary part
the two solutions~9!. The attenuation due to the leakage in
the Plexiglas is higher for the first mode so that the sec
mode is seen on a longer distance along the interface.

Finally, the amplitudes in thex2 direction of these
modes in each medium are determined from the experim

FIG. 10. Time signals corresponding to a scan in thex direction for the
Plexiglas–fused quartz slip interface. The Rayleigh wave~R! and the inter-
face wave~I! are clearly seen.
1537Matteı̈ et al.: Experimental investigations of acoustic modes
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tal data. They are represented in Fig. 12 for the first m
and in Fig. 13 for the second mode. The experimental d
are compared to the theoretical inhomogeneities dedu
from the calculation of the dilatation strain field. Both mod
are confined inside fused quartz and the physical differe
appears when considering the field inhomogeneities in
Plexiglas. The leakage of the first mode’s longitudinal pot
tial ~proportional to the strain dilatation! is clearly seen: The
amplitude in Plexiglas is higher with the distance to the
terface. This mode corresponds with the solution called R
leigh wave by Pilant. On the other hand, the second mod
longitudinal potential is slightly confined at the interfac
This mode is analog to the solution called Interface wave
Pilant. The interface wave reradiates only in Plexig
through the shear part of the potentials. Finally the dilatat
strain measurements permit identification without ambigu
of the two solutions described by Pilant, the Rayleigh wa
and the Interface wave, simultaneously detected for th
material combinations.

FIG. 12. Field amplitude deduced from the spectra in the direction per
dicular to the interface for the Rayleigh mode as a function normalized
the shear wavelength in fused quartz. The continuous lines are deduced
the wave vector solution of the characteristic equation.

FIG. 11. Respective attenuation along the interface of each mode ded
from the spectra in function of distance normalized by the shear wavele
in fused quartz. The continuous lines are deduced from the imaginary
of the wave vectors solutions of the characteristic equation.
1538 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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IV. CONCLUSION

Direct measurements of several interface waves pro
gating along a solid–solid interface by optical means ha
been achieved. The detection technique, already used to
tect Rayleigh and Lamb waves, is based on the interferom
ric detection of the optical phase shift of a laser beam
duced by the crossing of an acoustical dilatation strain fi
inside a transparent medium. The classic case of a Ston
wave propagating without loss along an interface has b
illustrated. Velocity and confinement at the interface are
termined from the scans in both normal and parallel dir
tions to the interface. When the combination of materi
does not support pure real celerity modes, one or two mo
propagates with loss along the interface. These two mo
exist simultaneously in the case of the combination fus
quartz–Plexiglas. This situation has been experimentally
lustrated. The features of the interferometric detect
method have allowed a complete and straightforward ch
acterization of these two modes. It gives access to more
just the velocities of the waves but also to their field inh
mogeneities. These experimental results show the ability
this new optical detection method to characterize interf
wave propagation because it leads to direct and quantita
measurements of the dilatational strain field inside transp
ent materials.
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